Abstract
Introduction
The conjecture P # NP is a reasonable working hypothesis because of the plausibility of its consequences and the body of empirical evidence supporting it. Lutz has proposed a stronger hypothesis, that NP does not have measure zero within the class E2 = DTIME(2po'~nomi"). This hypothesis has greater explanatory power than P # NP and is supported by a number of credible consequences, some of which are summarized later in this section. The main result of this paper is that Lutz' hypothesis holds relative to a random oracle, strengthening the previous result of Bennett and Gill [l] that P # NP relative to a random oracle.
The meaning of "measure zero" is in terms of resource-bounded measure, an extension of classical measure or probability theory due to Lutz [2] . The aspects of resource-bounded measure needed for the present results are introduced in Section 3. Intuitively, "NP does not have measure zero in Ez", written p(NP I Ez) # 0, means that NP comprises a nonnegligible subset of Ea, or very loosely, a random language in Ez has nonzero probability of being in NP.
%source-bounded measure provides a meaningful answer to the question of what it means for a language in E2 to be "random". Since it is known that the class P does have measure zero in Ez, the hypothesis p(NP I Ez) # 0 implies that P # NP. [3] for the plausibility of the hypothesis p(NP I Ez) # 0. In particular, its negation would imply the the existence of a betting algorithm for efficiently predicting membership in NP languages, a consequence which turns out to be intuitively quite unlikely. We discuss this in greater detail in Section 3 after giving the relevant definitions.
Lutz and Mayordomo cite evidence in
The hypothesis p(NP I Ez) # 0 also has a number of plausible consequences which are not known to follow from the weaker assertion P # NP (although the examples mentioned here actually follow from the weaker "NP does not have pmeasure zero"; see Section 3). In particular in [3] Lutz and Mayordomo prove that if p(NP I E2) # 0, then the "Cook versus Karp-Levin" (CvKL) conjecture holds for NP, that is, there is a language which is $complete but not <:-complete for NP. Evidence for the plausibility of the CvKL conjecture as cited in [3] includes the following facts: The CvKL conjecture holds for E = DTIME(21ine") (KO and Moore, 2. There exist NP search problems which are not reducible to the corresponding decision problems (this follows from item 1 above and a result of Bellare and Goldwasser [lo]).
Every <:-complete
language for NP contains a dense exponential complexity core (Juedes and Lutz [ll]).
4.
For every real number a < 1, every <:a-,,-hard language for NP is dense (Lutz and Mayordomo [121).
Our main result is that p(NP I E2) # 0 holds relative to a random oracle; we also show that relative to a random oracle, NP does not have measure zero in the class E = DTIME(2lineW). It is difficult at this point to assess the exact meaning of a random oracle separation such as Bennett . We do not suggest that the present result should be interpreted as "evidence" for the hypothesis p(NP I E2) # 0, only that it is an interesting, related result. The philosophical view of the first author is that random oracle results are useful largely for the insight they give into the properties of algorithmically random sequences and into the nature of probabilistic computation.
In any event the present paper is a nontrivial improvement of [l] and introduces techniques which may be useful in other contexts. In the course of the proof we develop a method for dealing with the situation in which a betting algorithm, by means of querying an oracle, is able to gain a slight probabilistic advantage in predicting a language or sequence. The idea, very loosely, is that playing an unbiased game with an slight advantage should somehow be equivalent to playing without an advantage in a slightly biased game. Given a situation in which an algorithm has an advantage in predicting a language, we transform it into the "dual" situation in which the algorithm has no advantage but the odds on membership in the language are biased. The latter case, it turns out, is much more amenable to analysis, and by determining the extent of the bias one is able to determine whether the algorithm actually predicts the language successfully.
A second new technique we introduce is the exploitation of the strong independence properties, investigated by van Lambalgen [17] and Kautz [18] , of sequences which are algorithmically random (in the sense of Martin-Lof, Solovay, or Chaitin; see Section 2). Roughly, two subsequences A0 and A1 of an infinite random sequence A are independent if each is random relative to the other. For example, it is shown in [17] and in [18] that if A is algorithmically random and Ao, A I denote the even and odd bits of A , respectively, then A0 and AI are independent. Independence results for a number of other kinds of subsequences are given in [18] . Our results include a proof that if the subsequence A0 is chosen from A according to a bounded Kolmogomv-Loveland place selection, and A1 denotes the nonselected bits, then A0 and A1 are independent, A Kolmogorov-Loveland place selection, described in [19] , is a very general kind of recursive selection rule in which the nth bit selected may depend adaptively upon the n -l previous bits in the subsequence as well as upon previously examined bits which are not necessarily included in the subsequence. The sequence of oracle queries of a Turing machine is an example of a subseqence chosen according to this type of rule; our result applies to a slight restriction of Kolmogorov-Loveland place selections which is nonetheless useful for dealing with time-bounded comput at ions.
In the next section we review some of the terminology and notation to be used, and in Section 3 we cover the pertinent notions of resource-bounded measure. Section 4 contains the proof of our main theorem.
Preliminaries
Let A string U defines the subset Ext(a) = { A E {0,1}0° : U C A} of (O,l}w, called an interval.
Likewise if S is a set of strings, Ext(S) denotes Ext(a). By a measure we simply mean a probability distribution on (0, l}", and for our present purposes it is sufficient to consider the uniform distribution (each bit is equally likely to be a zero or a one), known as Lebesgue measure. Thus for any subset & of {0,1}0°, the measure of &, denoted Pr(&), can be interpreted as the probability that a sequence produced by tossing a fair coin is in the set &. Thus the measure or probability of an interval Ext(u), abbreviated Pr(a), is just ($)l"l. For S a set of strings, we abbreviate Pr(Ext(S)) by Pr(S).
set of strings; associated with any r.e. set is an index (e.g., the code of a program for enumerating it), and a sequence {Si} of r.e. sets is uniform if there is a recursive function g such that g ( i ) = index of Si. A constructive null cover is a uniform sequence of r.e. sets {Si} such that Pr(Si) 5 2-i. A sequence A E (0, l}w is algorithmically random if it is not contained in any constructive null cover, that is, for every constructive null cover {Si}, A $ ! ni Ext(Si). If A , B E (0, 1}0°, we also say that A is algorithmically random relative to B , or that A is independent of B , if A is not contained in any constructive null cover relative to B (i.e., the enumerations of all the sets Si have access to the oracle B ) . The above definition of algorithmic randomness is due to Martin-Lof [20] .
Consider a recursively enumerable (r.e.)
Itesource-bounded measure theory, as formulated by Lutz [2] , is a form of effective measure theory which provides a means of describing the measure or probability of sets of languages within complexity classes and of defining the random languages (i.e., the pseudorandom sequences) within a complexity class. The classes E and E21 and we use the language Of martingales rather than density systems. The reader is encouraged to consult [2] for the complete story.
The measure structure of the class Ei is then defined in terms of pi-martingales. The key definition is the following. Thus for a martingale d to succeed on a sequence A, it must be able to make a good prediction of the (n+l)st bit of A from the first n bits, and must do so often enough to win an infinite amount of money. Intuitively it is not surprising that this hardly ever happens; given a martingale d, if a sequence A is generated by repeatedly tossing a fair coin, then d succeeds on A with probability zero. This is a consequence of the following standard result, known as Kolmogomv's inequality for martingales (see We also write p p i ( X ) # 0 to indicate that X does not have pi-measure zero; note that this does not imply that pp,(X) has some nonzero value, since X may not be pi-measureable.
If p ( X I Ej) = 0, we say that X is a negligibly small part of Ej; if p ( X I Ei) = 1, then almost every language A E Ei is in X. Lutz [2] has proved a number of results justifying the use of this terminology, e.g., the measure zero sets in Ei behave set-theoretically like "small" sets and the measure one sets behave settheoretically like Klarge" sets. It is also not difficult to show that p(Ei I Ei) # 0 and that p(P I Ei) = 0.
We are interested in the size of NP in the classes E and Ez. The table below, adapted from [3], summarizes some of the known relationships among "nonsmallness" conditions on NP.
Lutz has suggested that the conditions above be investigated as scientific hypotheses, i.e., evaluated in terms of explanatory power and intrinsic plausibility. In Section 1 we discussed some of the consequences of the hypothesis p(NP I Ez) # 0, although actually the examples cited follow from the weaker assertion (We refer specifically to the condition pp(NP) # 0 but the reasoning applies to any of conditions in the table above.) The condition pp(NP) = 0 would imply that there exists a single pcomputable martingale which succeeds on every language A E NP. This means that there is a fited polynomial zc such that for every NP language A, given the first z bits of A, d has time t c = 2=" to compute its bet on whether s , E A, where n = Isz I. However, for arbitrarily large k, there are NP languages A for which determining whether s , E A apparently requires checking 2'" potential witnesses (possible nondeterministic computation paths). Thus an individual in possession of the algorithm d could successfully bet on all NP languages while only examining the fraction 2M/2kn of the search space of potential witnesses. Since c is fixed and E is arbitrarily large, the fraction 2cn/2kn = 2c'k is arbitrarily small; thus it seems extremely unlikely that such an algorithm could exist.
Main result
The proofs of (i) and (ii) are almost identical, so we will present both together and remark on the differences where appropriate. Theorem 4.1 follows from Theorems 4.7 and 4.9 below; before we can formally state Theorems 4.7 and 4.9 we need to develop some preliminary results. Then LA is the language defined by sy E La 9 Qy(A) = 1. 
It follOWS that p r ( L~[ y ]
By the definition of 6(n) and the fact that v(n) 5 G(n) < v(n) + 1, we have We will first define qA, the bounded query sequence in the yth block of A, which should be impossible unless A itself has some kind of internal regularity, i.e., is nonrandom. What we actually prove is that if d succeeds on LA, there is a martingale h which succeeds on NA , and that h can be approximated by a recursive function that uses Q; as oracle. ' is a biased martingale, and the extent to which it is biased-the extent to which the probability associated with each bit differs from +--is bounded by the sequence c, of Lemma 4.5. Thus instead of a strategy d which has an advantage cy in betting on LA, we have in a sense the "dual" problem of a strategy d' betting on a sequence in which the probabilities may be biased by cy. This is actually a fortuitous state of flairs, since the effect of the bias cy can now be much more readily analyzed. The idea is then to define the (unbiased) martingale h by making careful adjustments in the values of d* so that condition (1) can be satisfied, and to do so in such a way that the limsup is preserved. The key to being able to do this is the fact that the sequence cy is rapidly decreasing. Note that while will be computable relative to oracle Q:, d* will not necessarily be computable at all; it will be used only to define the martingale h. We next give a formal description of the construc- The crucial fact about qp is that by Lemma 4.5(ii), We can show that h satisfies (12): again let p be an active node and let A = po C p1 C C py = p denote its active predecessors. Let Q , b, and k be as in (9) 
Then if po C p1 c p2 C 1 . is the sequence of active nodes with py c NA, by hypothesis only finitely many of the py are bad, so by the argument above there are J and B such that (14) holds for this sequence of nodes. Let It follows from (11) and (14) 
